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OBJECTIVE:
To ensure that high voltage (HV) distribution earthing system installations do not result in
dangerous levels of earth potential rise (EPR) on nearby telecommunications assets.

2

CONTEXT:
Fault currents flowing through HV distribution earths may result in an EPR level that is
dangerous to telecommunication equipment and employees. In practice, this can only
occur when the HV distribution earthing system is installed within 15 metres of
telecommunication pits housing earthed cable joints, or other telecommunication
equipment.

3

POLICY STATEMENT:
High voltage distribution earths should not be installed if this could result in a level of
EPR, which is dangerous to telecommunication equipment and personnel.
Maximum acceptable EPR levels are as defined in CJC 5–1997, Section 2.3, and
confirmed in CJC 4–2000, Section 6.3.2.
As a duty of care, the respective telecommunications company should be notified where
it is found that telecommunications equipment exists within 15m of the high voltage
distribution earth.

4

POLICY DETAILS:

4.1

New high voltage distribution earths
In order to ensure that the EPR level is not dangerous, designers should use the
following process when installing new high voltage distribution earths:
1.

Check for telecommunication equipment by inspecting an area around the
proposed earthing location (for signs of telecommunication pits or other
telecommunication equipment) and by using the Dial-Before-You-Dig service, as
defined in the policy Identification of underground services.

2.

If telecommunication equipment is located within 15 metres of the proposed
earthing location then:
a)

Perform initial calculations of EPR levels,

b)

Send the result of these calculations (a copy of the spreadsheet) together with
a notification letter to the telecommunications company.

c)

Do not finalise the design of earthing installations until the telecommunications
company has confirmed in writing EPR is acceptable.

In the case of Telstra, the contact details are as follows:

 Fax number for sending notification letters:
(08) 9491 6265
 Telephone enquires regarding the installation of HV earthing: (08)
7544
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If the reply states that the proposed earthing installation is unacceptable, it will be
necessary to find an alternative location for the earthing, or pay the telecommunication
company to relocate or alter its existing equipment.
According to CJC 5–1997, Section 2.3, overhead power lines and underground cables
protected by circuit breakers or reclosers are classified as Category C. This is because
they are considered to have low reliability and/or are protected by protection devices
with a fault clearance time of up to 2 seconds, see Table 1 for recloser and feeder
clearance times. The maximum EPR level for this type of equipment should not exceed
430 Volts.
The underground sections of the network can be classified as Category B, if they are
protected by a high voltage fuse. This is because underground cables experience few
faults (and can be classified as high reliability) and the clearance time for a fuse is
typically faster then 0.5 sec, See Table 1 for fuse clearance times. This type of
arrangement exists for ground-mounted transformers. The maximum EPR level for
Category B installations is equalled to 1000 Volts.
The designer must confirm in the design documentation or design drawing that:
a)

Notification is not required, or

b)

Notification is required, has been issued, and there are no objections from the
telecommunications company for the proposed earthing installation.

The information above is required in order to comply with Field Instruction 3.20, Notifying
Telstra of new HV earth installations. Notifications can be logged via the email gateway
F1102490@team.telstra.com. If notification is not provided, field staff will not proceed
with the work and will have to obtain the information from designers. Consequently, the
earthing installation will be delayed.
Table 1.

Typical protection operation times for phase to earth faults

Protection device type
Substation CB
Description
No

downstream

recloser

Time
(sec)
0.5 – 1.0

Recloser
Description

3-phase

HV fuse
Time

Time

(sec)

(sec)

0.5 – 1.0
< 0.5

With downstream
reclosers

0.7 – 2.0

1-phase

0.1 – 1.0

Note: Values in Table 1 are based on the following documents:
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•
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Existing high voltage distribution earths
The respective telecommunications company should be notified, where Western Power
finds telecommunications equipment co-existing within 15m of the high voltage
distribution earth. The purpose is to bring to the attention of the telecommunications
company a potential hazard that may exist so that it can be rectified by the
telecommunications company.
Western Power will pay for relocation of either asset if it can be proved that the
telecommunications equipment was installed prior to Western Power’s high voltage
distribution earth. The onus is on the telecommunication company to prove Western
Power installed its earth after the telecommunications equipment was installed.
Notification form “Telstra Form – Notification of co-existing earths” shall not be used if
the following works are being undertaken such as:
a)

Installing new HV equipment or earths

b)

Altering relative position of the existing Western Power earth in relation to the
telecommunication assets.

Under these circumstances Section 5.1 applies.

5

REFERENCES AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION:

5.1

Western Power Internal References

5.2



Identification of underground services



Notification of Proposed installation of HV earthing



Notifying Telstra of new HV earth installations – Field Instruction 3.20

External References


CJC 4 - 2000, Coordination of power and telecommunication – Manual for the
establishment of safe work practice and the minimisation of operational
interference between power systems and paired cable telecommunications
systems, published by Australian Standards.



CJC 5 – 1997, Coordination of power and telecommunication – Low Frequency
Induction (LFI) – Application Guide to the LFI Code, published by Australian
Standards.



22 kV Feeder Settings Policy.



Canning Vale 22 kV Distribution System.



Guide for the use of Fault Tamer Fuses in South Country.
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